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Key public news content of WeatherAction Forecast bulletins Jan 2014 - USA, Eu, Br+Ir. Format changes to fit 
 

USA News:  
New Year Greetings to All WeatherAction USA+Canada supporters! 
We’ve had a tremendous ground-breaking year and brilliant backing from subscribers. With your help in 2014 we 
will expand to further advances and longer ahead forecasts. Thank you. 

 “Exceedingly Awesome LR forecasts” 
“Piers, me and many of my weather cohorts here in the U.S.A. follow your forecasts very closely and are most impressed with 
your professionalism but are particularly in awe of your accuracy regarding your long range forecasts for North America. A 
good friend of mine, Mr. Joseph Bastardi, has nothing but kind words to say about your forecasting….” - Jeff G from the 
great State of Washington. 
 
Robert Michel Montreal and Bob Weber N Michigan gave great praise for Dec 18-20 and 21-23 forecast periods; Bob: 
“Exceedingly awesome USA WA R4 forecast periods Heavy precip here on 45th parallel with a short break in between. We 
have 6' snowbanks in our yard - it looks like the end of winter here already, not the beginning! Current "thick sandwich" WA 
forecast of heavy, powdery snow along with rain/wet snow over Great Lakes and southwards serving up widespread 
dangerous driving EXACTLY as Piers forecasted three weeks ago. "Warm and humid" in SE USA as forecasted. So where 
are the skeptics who say chaos theory precludes longer-range forecasting?” 
 

 
 

     
 

(Above) Report of USA pre-Xmas; full pdf: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No52.pdf   
 

Pto for Eu, Br+Ir 

               
 
What WeatherAction 
warned 3 weeks ahead 
 

And NOW it’s here! 
 

          Latest News and Great 
           Comments 

http://bit.ly/1ctIM15  
          including WeatherActionUSA    

    superb forecast of the  
     Snowmageddon period  

~14-17 Dec 2013 
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Europe and Britain+Ireland News: 
Beached ship, Holwerd, N 
Netherlands, blown ashore in the 
North Sea wind & sea Surge from 
the (‘Xaver’) storm that thrashed 
Ireland, Britain and much of NW 
Europe Dec 5-6th http://bit.ly/IHljS0  
 

WeatherAction predicted that 
storm*** from 3 weeks ahead.  
 

All significant BI-Euro storms of 
Dec 2013 were in WeatherAction 
Top Red solar factors periods and as 
WeatherAction explicitly warned 
would be the case all the Met 
Office’s of Europe (MetEireann, 
UKMO, KNMI…) underestimated 
top winds in all of them.   
 

Photo link thanks to Saskia Steinhorst. 
 

Why so many storms?  When will they end? 
December has been unusually stormy, as predicted in WeatherAction forecast, in Brit+Ire, parts of Europe and USA (also 
as W-A predicted) and around the world.     The reason is certain persistent solar influences and their lunar modulation - 
specifically a swarm of Top Red, R4 and R5, weather action periods which have covered a much higher proportion of the 
month (~2/3) than normal and the very active and wild Jet stream which is also related to the greater incidence 
of R4s and R5s and Mini Ice Age circulation patterns now dominating the world. Only WeatherAction can predict these 
storm swarms and when they end. This forecast tells you when.  
The R periods and wild behavior of the Jet Stream are driven from above and are associated with extra and extreme changes in 
electrical and magnetic activity above the stratosphere and in the ionosphere and the solar wind of charged particles coming from 
the sun and events on the sun itself** 
**Note.  Ideas such as 'temperature contrasts drive 
the Jet Stream' are totally inadequate to explain or 
predict events. Such a picture cannot explain the 
relationship between Earth weather and events in 
the ionosphere, magnetosphere, the solar wind and 
on the sun and the simultaneity of extreme storm 
events across earth and their ~coincidence with 
(radio) storms on other planets. Indeed such a low-
level Earth atmosphere centred view, notwithstand-
ing certain feedbacks, is akin to suggesting the 
movement of tree braches causes winds. 

*** WeatherAction pdf of ~5-6 Dec Storm   
http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No51.pdf  

 

Massive waves pound Brighton Seafront Dec 30 when as for every major storm in UK/Eire in Dec winds substantially 
topped MO forecasts in line with WeatherAction  http://bit.ly/1cK8PoH   [Main text above as Eu. Br+Ir was slightly shorter] 

 

ARE YOU READY for MORE winter?  You can only be as ready as your forecasts! 

 WHY suffer in ignorance??  
ONLY WeatherAction can give you reliable long range forecasts 

 

New Year OFFER open till twelfth night Jan 5/6 US Pacific time or when site prices change if later 

12 months for price of 8, Any Service.  
Sub starts Jan 2014 or when your current subscription expires 

 

SUBSCRIBE NOW http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp  
 


